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Abstract Surface waves in seismic noise correlation functions are routinely exploited for tomographic
studies. However, the observation and proper interpretation of body waves is considerably more diﬃcult.
To understand body wave generation in particular and the emergence of noise correlation signals in general,
we investigate the sensitivity of correlation functions with respect to global noise sources. Treating noise
correlation functions as self-consistent observables, without the enforcement of Green function retrieval,
enables us to investigate the quantitative contribution of diﬀerent noise sources in space to a signal
in a speciﬁc time window. The source sensitivity kernel for a surface wave reveals the expected dominant
and broad region of stationary phase and thereby conﬁrms the robustness of noise tomography in its
current state. In contrast, kernels for potential body waves are highly oscillatory and indicate signiﬁcant
contributions from cross terms, for example, from body wave-surface wave interactions. While the
short-wavelength nature of the body wave kernel may in the future allow us to infer noise sources with
great detail, the importance of cross terms combined with the natural heterogeneity of noise sources
renders an interpretation of such an arrival as a pure body wave almost impossible. Furthermore, we show
that even long-wavelength Earth structure signiﬁcantly distorts sensitivity kernels. It is therefore essential
to incorporate 3-D heterogeneities into high-resolution imaging of ambient noise sources, especially at
higher frequencies.
1. Introduction
The evidence that empirical Green functions can be obtained from the ambient noise ﬁeld (Sabra,
Gerstoft, Roux, Kuperman, & Fehler, 2005; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004) triggered a large number of tomographic studies (e.g., Green et al., 2017; Mordret et al., 2015; Nishida et al., 2009; Sabra, Gerstoft, Roux, &
Kuperman, 2005; Shapiro et al., 2005). Their success and the omnipresence of the ambient noise ﬁeld allow
us to increase the illumination in tomographic studies, which was previously dictated by the distribution
of earthquakes. The most robust feature in noise correlation functions is the fundamental-mode Rayleigh
wave (Halliday & Curtis, 2008; Kimman & Trampert, 2010). The depth resolution in ambient noise tomography can therefore be relatively poor compared to some forms of earthquake tomography that may use
body and higher-mode surface waves. Nonetheless, body waves are present in the ambient noise ﬁeld (Gal
et al., 2015; Gerstoft et al., 2006, 2008; Landès et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Schulte-Pelkum
et al., 2004), and the excitation of secondary microseism P waves is understood well enough to be modeled
(Farra et al., 2016; Gualtieri et al., 2014). Their emergence in correlation functions is also conﬁrmed on local
(Dantas et al., 2018; Draganov et al., 2013, 2007, 2009; Nakata et al., 2015; Olivier et al., 2015; Panea et al.,
2014; Roux, Sabra, Gerstoft, et al., 2005; Ruigrok et al., 2011), regional (Poli, Pedersen, et al., 2012; Zhan et al.,
2010), and global scales (Boué et al., 2013; Haned et al., 2016; Nishida, 2013; Poli, Campillo, & Pedersen, 2012).
However, several problems are encountered with their observation and interpretation. Body waves in correlation functions are mostly found under favorable conditions, which cannot be met everywhere on Earth.
Due to the diﬀerence in geometrical spreading and attenuation compared to surface waves, the probability
to detect them is higher in local studies. Otherwise, speciﬁc geological settings that support certain seismic phases such as Moho-reﬂected phases are required (Poli, Pedersen, & Campillo, 2012; Zhan et al., 2010).
For long periods (25–100 s) earthquake coda waves contribute to the recovery of deep Earth phases (Boué
et al., 2014; Lin & Tsai, 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Poli et al., 2017) and pollute the reconstruction from the ambient noise background ﬁeld (Boué et al., 2014). For a thorough study of body waves, a large data set and
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careful processing are paramount (Nakata et al., 2015; Olivier et al., 2015; Panea et al., 2014). To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, only a few studies exploited body waves retrieved from noise correlation functions
for tomographic purposes (Nakata et al., 2015; Olivier et al., 2015), and due to the limitations mentioned above
it has not become a standard extension of ambient noise tomography.
The problems with retrieving body waves from ambient noise correlation functions arise because Earth’s
ambient seismic ﬁeld does not generally fulﬁll the conditions needed for Green function retrieval, which is
the theoretical background of ambient noise tomography. The correlation of waveﬁelds that are diﬀuse and
equipartitioned (Lobkis & Weaver, 2001; Weaver & Lobkis, 2001) or, equivalently, caused by an isotropic distribution of both monopolar and dipolar uncorrelated noise sources (Wapenaar, 2004; Wapenaar & Fokkema,
2006) is equal to the interstation Green function. On Earth, however, the ambient seismic noise ﬁeld is excited
by a heterogeneous and time variant distribution of noise sources (Ardhuin et al., 2011, 2015). While many
applications of ambient noise tomography have been published to date, the attempt to force a correlation
function into the corset of Green function is a limiting factor, particularly for applications using body waves,
higher-mode surface waves, or full waveform inversion.
The goal of this study is to advance our understanding of the generation of signals in a correlation function in
general and of body waves in particular, which is indispensable for their usage in ambient noise tomography
and for improving its resolution capabilities. We follow the approach by Tromp et al. (2010), Hanasoge (2013),
Fichtner (2014), Fichtner et al. (2017), Ermert et al. (2017), and Sager et al. (2018)—referred to as full waveform ambient noise inversion—and drop the principle of Green function retrieval. Considering correlation
functions as self-consistent observables enables us to account for the distribution of noise sources, heterogeneous media, and the full seismic wave propagation physics. We do not rely on stationary phase analysis,
which is typically applied to understand the emergence of signals in Green function reconstructions (Ruigrok
et al., 2008; Snieder, 2004).
In the following, we ﬁrst develop an intuition based on ray-theoretical considerations. We then investigate
noise correlation functions without the principle of Green function retrieval and study their sensitivity with
respect to global noise sources. In addition, we examine the eﬀect of 3-D structure, before we discuss possible
implications of our ﬁndings for ambient noise tomography.

2. Ray-Theoretical Approach: Mapping Diﬀerential Traveltimes
In order to gain a ﬁrst insight into the generation of signals in noise correlations, we begin with a
ray-theoretical approach. Despite the seeming randomness of the ambient seismic ﬁeld, the physics of wave
propagation ensures that coherent arrivals can be extracted. A noise source generates seismic waves that
are successively recorded by several stations. Computing the cross-correlation detects the coherent arrivals
and thereby reveals the diﬀerential traveltimes of this ambient signal between the stations (Wapenaar et al.,
2010). If, for example, an S wave arrives at time t0 at one station and at time t1 at another station, we obtain
the diﬀerential traveltime t1 − t0 through the cross-correlation function, that is,
∫

𝛿(t′ − t0 )𝛿(t′ − t1 + t) dt′ = 𝛿(t − (t1 − t0 )).

(1)

On the other hand, cross terms between similar arrivals may occur. The cross-correlation may see an S wave
and an SS wave as a coherent arrival. In Figure 1, we illustrate surface and body waves that contribute to
the diﬀerential traveltime of 1,102 s for two stations that are located 60∘ apart on the equator. Body wave
traveltimes are computed for Preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) (Dziewoński & Anderson, 1981) with
the TauP module in ObsPy (Krischer et al., 2015), and for surface waves we divide the great circle distance by
a constant group velocity of 4 km/s.
To map noise sources on the globe that contribute to a speciﬁc time window of a correlation function, we
avail ourselves of the ray-theoretical approach and go through a regular latitude/longitude grid for the noise
sources and trace rays from each location to the two stations. We make the assumption of spatially uncorrelated noise sources and only include contributions from co-located noise sources (see section 3.1 and
equation (3)). For simplicity, we only consider minor-and major-arc surface waves, S, SS, P, and PP waves. If the
diﬀerential traveltime of any ray pair, that is, one ray from the noise source to the ﬁrst station and another ray
from the noise source to the second station, falls within a deﬁned time window, we set the contribution of
the noise source to 1, otherwise to 0. Maps showing noise sources that contribute to the signal on the causal
SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 1. For an illustration of the ray-theoretical approach, we trace surface waves (left) and body waves (right)
from potential noise source locations (yellow stars) to two stations (red squares), which are 60∘ apart. Ray pairs that
contribute to the deﬁned traveltime of 1,102 s are plotted as solid lines, others as dashed lines. The actual traveltimes
are added next to the respective rays. In order to facilitate the generalization of the few examples in the surface
wave case, we indicate noise sources that contribute to a time window from 1,000 to 1,200 s in black.

branch in a window around the expected surface wave (window from 1,500 to 1,920 s) and in a window around
the expected S wave (window from 1,000 to 1,200 s; expected arrival time in PREM 1,102 s) are presented
in Figure 2. Since we only consider ray traveltimes here, we deﬁne the latter window relatively broad to account
for the band-limited nature of seismic waves.

Figure 2. Noise sources in the colored regions lead to a signal in the surface wave (left) or in the S wave (right)
window on the causal branch of a correlation function for two stations, which are 60∘ apart. All possible combinations
of diﬀerent wave types for the displayed longitude-latitude range are color coded. For instance, the region where
both surface wave-surface wave (s-s) interactions and a body wave to station 0 and a surface wave to station 1
(b-s, note that the order is important) contribute to a window is shown in dark green. Strong and pale colors are used
to distinguish combinations with and without pure surface wave contributions, respectively. Both stations are
plotted as red squares.

SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 2 illustrates which noise sources in space contribute to the signal in the surface wave and the S wave
window. They contain features we expect, for example, the broad region of stationary phase for the surface wave signal or the hyperbola for the S wave window, both generated by surface wave-surface wave
interactions. Cross terms from diﬀerent wave types, for example, surface wave-body wave interactions, are
also possible. Their importance is, however, hard to evaluate. It would be tedious and computationally expensive to account for their amplitude behavior, attenuation, polarization, to include more waves types and
to incorporate ﬁnite-frequency eﬀects. To address these limitations and to reﬁne the maps allowing for a
thorough interpretation, we present a full waveform approach in the following.

3. Full Waveform Ambient Noise Source Sensitivities
Interpreting noise correlation functions in terms of Green functions (e.g. Lobkis & Weaver, 2001;
Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo, 2006; Wapenaar, 2004) deceptively renders the distribution of noise sources
unimportant. Therefore, in order to study its inﬂuence, we regard correlation functions as self-consistent
observables.
3.1. Theory
We brieﬂy summarize the approach developed in helioseismology (Gizon & Birch, 2002; Hanasoge et al., 2011;
Woodard, 1997) and recently adopted in terrestrial seismology (Ermert et al., 2017; Fichtner, 2014; Hanasoge,
2013, 2014; Sager et al., 2018; Tromp et al., 2010). We choose to present the theory in the time domain to
ensure a close proximity to its implementation. For a more comprehensive and general formulation, we refer
the reader to Sager et al. (2018).
The correlation function Cij between the i and j components of two seismograms, one recorded at x1 and the
other at x0 , is given by
∑
Cij (x1 , x0 , t) =
G (x , 𝝃, t) ⋆ Gj,m (x0 , 𝝃 ′ , −t) ⋆  −1 [Snm (𝝃, 𝝃 ′ , 𝜔)] d𝝃d𝝃 ′ ,
(2)
∫ ∫ i,n 1
n,m
⊕

⊕

where ⋆ and ⊕ denote convolution and the volume of the Earth, respectively. The i component of the Green
function with the source at 𝝃 in n direction is indicated with Gi,n (x, 𝝃, t), and Snm (𝝃, 𝝃 ′ , 𝜔) is the power spectral density distribution of the noise sources. We represent the inverse Fourier transform with  −1 [∘], which
is used to transform ∘ to its time domain equivalent. By averaging Cij over many realizations, which is typically estimated by stacking over many time intervals (Bensen et al., 2007), we assume that neighboring noise
sources are temporally uncorrelated in the sense
Snm (𝝃, 𝝃 ′ , 𝜔) = Snm (𝝃, 𝜔) 𝛿(𝝃 − 𝝃 ′ ).

(3)

We argue that this assumption, which is also invoked for Green function retrieval, is reasonable for the period
band we consider and that the contribution from neighboring noise sources decays relatively quickly with
respect to the seismic wavelength. It reduces the computational costs of the forward theory and is as such not
necessary for the theoretical developments. The correlation function in equation (2) consequently changes to
∑
Cij (x1 , x0 , t) =
Gi,n (x1 , 𝝃, t) ⋆ Gj,m (x0 , 𝝃, −t) ⋆  −1 [Snm (𝝃, 𝜔)] d𝝃.
(4)
∫
n,m
⊕

To reduce complexity, we conﬁne ourselves to the correlation between vertical recordings and assume that
the contribution of horizontally acting noise sources and shear traction forces on the vertical component is
negligible. In addition, we consider noise sources to be located on the surface 𝜕⊕ of the Earth. Equation (4)
reduces to
Czz (x1 , x0 , t) =

∫

Gz,z (x1 , 𝝃, t) ⋆ Gz,z (x0 , 𝝃, −t) ⋆  −1 [Szz (𝝃, 𝜔)] d𝝃.

(5)

𝜕⊕

The continuous frequency dependence of Szz (𝝃, 𝜔) cannot be resolved in a realistic inverse problem. We therefore parameterize Szz (𝝃, 𝜔) in terms of spectral basis functions and corresponding distributions in space. For
simplicity, we limit ourselves for this study to one basis function s(𝜔) covering the frequency range of the simulations and one corresponding spatial distribution zz (𝝃). The extension to multiple and more complex basis
functions is straightforward, since it only requires their superposition (Sager et al., 2018). Our ﬁnal forward
model is thus given by
{
[
]}
Czz (x1 , x0 , t) =
Gz,z (x1 , 𝝃, t) ⋆ Gz,z (x0 , 𝝃, −t) ⋆  −1 [s(𝜔)]zz (𝝃) d𝝃.
(6)
∫
𝜕⊕

SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 3. (bottom) Correlation functions computed for a homogeneous distribution of noise sources in PREM for a
period band of 50 to 100 s. (top) Zoom in on the correlation function at 60∘ distance. The gray boxes indicate the
windows deﬁned around the potential S wave and the surface wave. The window around the former is smaller
compared to the ray-theoretical example due to the band-limited nature of the simulations. The part in green is
ampliﬁed by a factor of 10 to enhance visibility.

Interpreting x1 as a free space variable, we observe that equation (6) has the form of a representation
theorem (Aki & Richards, 2002). The cross-correlation Czz can be interpreted as a waveﬁeld with Gz,z (x0 , 𝝃, −t)⋆
[ −1 [s(𝜔)]zz (𝝃)] as forcing term, which can be evaluated eﬃciently using source-receiver reciprocity. For
each reference station—in this case x0 —the corresponding correlation functions are obtained by sampling
the correlation waveﬁeld at the respective receivers.
To study the sensitivity with respect to noise sources, we follow Sager et al. (2018) and derive kernels for
the spatial distribution zz (𝝃) for the forward problem deﬁned in equation (6). A kernel represents the
ﬁrst-order change of a misﬁt functional and tells us in our case which noise sources have an inﬂuence on the
measurement. The kernel K(x) is given by
K(x) = −

∫

{
}
u†z (x, t)  −1 [s(𝜔)] ⋆ Gz,z (x, x0 , −t) dt,

(7)

𝜕⊕

where u†z denotes the z component of the adjoint waveﬁeld. We obtain the adjoint waveﬁeld by injecting
the adjoint source time functions, which depend on the speciﬁc choice of the measurement, at the receiver
locations in vertical direction. If we consider one receiver at x1 , we can rewrite equation (7) and obtain
K(x) = −

∫

}{
}
{
 −1 [s(𝜔)] ⋆ Gz,z (x, x0 , −t) dt,
f (t) ⋆ Gz,z (x, x1 , −t)

(8)

𝜕⊕

where f (t) is the adjoint source time function. The ﬁrst Green function Gz,z (x, x1 , −t) is time reversed due to
the terminal conditions of the adjoint operator (Fichtner et al., 2006; Plessix, 2006; Tarantola, 1988; Tromp et
al., 2005). The kernel is composed of two Green functions, the ﬁrst convolved with the adjoint source time
function and with its source at x1 and the second ﬁltered in the period band of the basis function s(𝜔) and its
source at x0 . For an eﬃcient source inversion, Ermert et al. (2017) proposed and implemented a scheme that
uses a precomputed Green function database, since only the power spectral density and the adjoint source
time functions in equations (5) and (7) change in the course of an inversion. Regarding structure and trade-oﬀ
kernels, we refer the reader to Sager et al. 2018.
SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 4. Source sensitivity kernels for a window around the surface wave (left column) and around the expected S
wave (right column). Note that the upper and lower panels show the same normalized kernels, but the color bars
are clipped at diﬀerent values to enhance certain features and to show their relative importance. The maximum
absolute value of the surface wave kernel is 3 orders of magnitude larger compared to the respective value of the body
wave kernel. The surface wave window is again from 1,500 to 1,920 s, but the S wave window is shorter, from 1,070 to
1,130 s (expected arrival time in PREM 1,102.2 s). Both stations are indicated with red squares.

3.2. Results
The forward problem of modeling correlation functions for arbitrary noise source distributions in both space
and frequency (equation (5)) and the computation of source sensitivity kernels (equation (7)) are implemented based on the spectral element solver Salvus (Afanasiev et al., 2017). Our method is therefore capable
of accounting for 3-D heterogeneous and attenuating media, as well as for complex domains, and models the
full seismic wave propagation physics.
We simulate correlation functions for a period band of 50 to 100 s for a homogeneous distribution of noise
sources in PREM including attenuation. The corresponding noise correlation functions for receivers along the
equator are shown in Figure 3. The correlation functions are symmetric with respect to lag-time zero, and the
Rayleigh wave is dominant. We select the correlation function at 60∘ distance, once again deﬁne two windows,
one around the surface wave and the other around the expected S wave arrival (see Figure 3), and measure
the energy of the windowed signals in terms of
E=

1
2∫

[

w(t)Czz (x1 , x0 , t)

]2
dt,

(9)

where E denotes the signal energy measured in the time window w(t). For the inversion of observed correlation functions, diﬀerent misﬁt functionals such as the asymmetry of correlations are more suitable (Ermert
et al., 2016, 2017) and their choice is the topic of current research. By using the corresponding adjoint source
time function, which is
f (t) = −w2 (t)Czz (x1 , x0 , t)

SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 5. Source sensitivity kernels for a window around the surface wave (left column) and around the expected
S wave (middle column) computed for PREM (top row) and for S20RTS with Moho topography (bottom row). The time
windows are deﬁned as before. The symmetry axis for the surface wave kernel is shifted toward north. Major diﬀerences
for the S wave window are indicated with boxes, and their blowups are shown (right column). Both kernels for the
surface wave and the body wave are normalized with the same values, and the color bar is clipped at 0.02 to enhance
certain features. The stations are indicated with red squares.

(e.g., Fichtner, 2010), we ask ourselves, where changes in the noise source distribution decrease the energy
in the deﬁned windows. We consequently see all noise sources that potentially contribute to a speciﬁc time
window. The kernels are shown in Figure 4. In addition, we compute sensitivity kernels for the same time
windows for a model with Moho topography from Crust 1.0 (Laske et al., 2013) and 3-D perturbations from
S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999). The latter are added to the S velocity model and with the scaling proposed by
Ritsema and van Heijst (2002) also to the P velocity model. A comparison with the kernels computed for PREM
is presented in Figure 5. Kernels for the expected P wave arrival are presented in the supporting information.
The sensitivity kernel for the surface wave signal in Figure 4 reveals a broad and dominant ﬁrst Fresnel
zone behind station 0, which is in this context typically referred to as region of stationary phase (Snieder,
2004). The sensitivity behind station 1 is due to major arc surface waves, and R3 surface waves are necessary to explain the sensitivity between both stations. According to Figure 2, the tails branching oﬀ the region
of stationary phase are caused by body wave-surface wave interactions. Pure body wave contributions are
not visible. The nature of the sensitivity kernel for the potential S wave is completely diﬀerent. We do not
observe a broad region of stationary phase, and the kernel is highly oscillatory. Almost all the features can be
explained by the wave types considered in Figure 2. Even for the window around a potential body wave, the
hyperbola from pure surface wave interactions is dominant. We also note a counterpart from multiple orbit
surface waves closer to station 1. While the main tails branching oﬀ the dominant hyperbola are again body
wave-surface wave interactions, small contributions from body wave-body wave interactions might be visible in high latitudes. Behind station 0, we observe a combination of pure body wave and surface wave-body
wave contributions.
The model with S20RTS and Moho topography (Figure 5) leads to an asymmetric sensitivity structure for the
surface wave signal and shifts the kernel toward north away from the symmetry axis, that is, the equator
SAGER ET AL.
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Figure 6. Spherical harmonic analysis of the kernel for the surface wave window (black) and the S wave window (gray)
presented in Figure 4. Both spectra are computed for the normalized kernels.

in our setup. For the S wave window, 3-D structure also induces changes in the sensitivity structure and in
its amplitude distribution. Major diﬀerences are highlighted. The hyperbola from surface wave-surface wave
interactions is altered signiﬁcantly. Some of the oscillations of the kernel are shifted, for example, behind
station 0, and new ones are introduced.

4. Discussion
The sensitivity kernels computed for the surface wave signal conﬁrm the robustness of traditional ambient
noise tomography. The requirements to obtain a physically meaningful surface wave signal in a noise correlation function are relatively easy to meet due to the broad region of stationary phase, as predicted by
Snieder (2004) and Roux, Sabra, Kuperman, and Roux (2005), and due to negligible contributions from cross
terms. Although the importance of diﬀerent wave types in the ambient noise ﬁeld changes with frequency,
the surface wave signal remains important, since we consider noise sources to be located on the surface of
the Earth.
The kernel for a potential body wave is highly oscillatory, and contributions from cross terms are signiﬁcant.
A spherical harmonic analysis (see Figure 6) of the noise source kernels in Figure 4 conﬁrms quantitatively that
features up to spherical harmonic degree 10 are between 2 and 4 orders of magnitude smaller. Observed body
wave arrivals in cross-correlations are therefore obtained by either strong long-wavelength components of
the noise source distribution or by very localized sources. Filtered kernels corresponding to both hypotheses
are presented in the supporting information. Since dominant long-wavelength components in the source
distribution would further amplify surface wave signals, we favor the second scenario for the generation of
arrivals before the surface wave signal. Potential localized sources are, for instance, earthquakes (Boué et al.,
2014; Lin & Tsai, 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Poli et al., 2017) and also ambient noise sources in combination with the
ocean source site eﬀect (Farra et al., 2016; Gualtieri et al., 2014; Retailleau et al., 2018).
As described by Forghani and Snieder 2010, the conﬁnement of noise sources to the Earth’s surface induces
an underrepresentation of body waves in correlation functions, which has to be taken into account for an
interpretation of correlation functions in terms of Green function retrieval. However, also considering the signiﬁcance of cross terms from diﬀerent wave types for signals before the surface wave renders this approach
extremely diﬃcult. A physically meaningful body wave can only be obtained if the noise sources are in the
right location and if the contributions from cross terms are negligible or cancel out. For a legitimate interpretation of a signal as a body wave, careful analysis and knowledge about the noise source distribution
are indispensable.
Even for the relatively long periods considered in this study, the 3-D velocity model composed of S20RTS with
Moho topography aﬀects the sensitivity kernels. Note that the perturbations of S20RTS are rather smooth
and moderate in magnitude. The observed shift of the fast oscillations of earlier arrivals can lead to erroneous
inferences of the power spectral density distribution. For a high-resolution imaging of ambient noise sources,
SAGER ET AL.
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3-D structure should be taken into account, especially for higher frequencies. This is practically feasible with
approaches such as the one by Ermert et al. (2017).
Full waveform ambient noise inversion addresses the main problems discussed above. It accounts for 3-D
heterogeneous and attenuating media, and cross terms are included naturally. The advantage of the latter
is that an interpretation in terms of a certain wave type is not necessary. In addition, we can take advantage of the oscillatory nature of the source sensitivity kernels for signals outside the surface wave window
in order to improve the resolution of current noise source inversions (Retailleau et al., 2017). The absolute diﬀerence in magnitude of the kernels for diﬀerent windows can be compensated by normalizing the
measurements correspondingly.

5. Conclusions
Studying the noise source sensitivity of correlation functions reveals that the interpretation of signals in terms
of surface and body wave arrivals is fundamentally diﬀerent. Due to a broad and dominant region of stationary
phase, surface waves in noise correlations are a robust feature. The sensitivity kernel for a potential body wave,
however, is highly oscillatory, and the contribution from diﬀerent wave types is signiﬁcant. The observation
of such an arrival is diﬃcult, and its identiﬁcation as a pure body waves is susceptible to misinterpretation.
Incorporating the cross terms as well as 3-D structure is crucial for improving the resolution of ambient noise
source inversions, which in turn is a key ingredient for full waveform ambient noise inversion.
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